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Marin County Makes Super Bowl Magic

Hyundai, being a longtime Super Bowl advertiser of the NFL, purchased two 30-second in-game Super Bowl ads for the February 
7th game. Hiring four world-class directors from Santa Monica based Biscuit Filmworks to help create their Super Bowl 50 ads, 
Hyundai faced-off in the first quarter of the game with “The Chase.” Directed by Aaron Stoller, the brief thriller ad shows two  
hikers being chased through the woods by two hungry bears before escaping in their new 2017 Elantra - thanks to the car’s  
remote-start function.

Filmed in Marin County’s Samuel P Taylor State Park, this otherwise tranquil camping 
area was a hot bed of activity for two chilly weekdays in December. It was a very  
elaborate and professional production for just a 30 second spot. There were over 15 
production vehicles and at least 45 personal vehicles belonging to cast and crew  
occupying the park’s campsites and day use lot. 

The California State Parks Bay Area District’s Environmental Scientists cleared the 
filming. Cast (including two well trained bears) and crew followed specific guidelines to 
prevent negative impacts to state park lands and were closely monitored by Supervising 
Ranger, Rose Blackburn during the two days of filming. 

Additional State Park Rangers, park aides and volunteers were enlisted for traffic  
control within the campground and along the popular Cross Marin Trail whenever the 
bears were out of their trailers being filmed. The bears were always enclosed within an 
electric fence when being filmed and posed no threat to the public or the environment.  
They were actually well behaved, well treated, and enjoyed getting their pictures taken 
with the rangers.

Ranger Blackburn recently disclosed that “Biscuit Filmworks was so appreciative of  
Samuel P. Taylor State Park’s beautiful redwoods they made a generous $10,000 donation 
to assist with the park’s interpretation and natural resource programs”. 

At the time of writing, “The Chase” ad and their teasers from Super Bowl 50 have been viewed over 330 million times on YouTube 
and during the Super Bowl itself, viewers watched a combined 300,000 hours of ads.

Contact David Kopler for Marin State Park film permits and 
Deborah Albre at FilmMarin.org for general film questions.
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